
Okuma Inspira ISX Spinning Reel

Okuma
Product number: OKU-ISX-SR

The Okuma Inspira ISX spinning reel sets new 
standards for stability, smoothness and power in 
fishing with its groundbreaking technology.

98,09 € * 98,09 €

Okuma Inspira ISX spinning reel: The perfection of fishing

The brand new Okuma Inspira ISX Spinnrolle sets a new standard of innovation in the spinning reel 
market. With its groundbreaking metal Torsion Control Armor (TCA)-Technologie , it offers up to 5 
times more torsional and bending stiffness, paired with a double-arm body design. The result? Unrivalled 
stability, smoothness and power that takes your fishing experience to the next level.

Features:

Lightweight and stable: the aluminium construction of the Torsion Control Armor (TCA) offers 
the perfect combination of lightness and stability.
Flite Drive System: The Flite Drive System increases gear stability and ensures smooth running.
Stabilised gearbox: The Inspira ISX has a gearbox that has been specially developed for maximum 
stability.
Brake system: The multi-disc carbonite and stainless steel brake disc system ensures precise brake 
control in every situation.
Stainless steel bearings: With 8BB+1RB stainless steel bearings, the reel offers ultimate smoothness 
and durability.
Quick-Set reel bearing: The Quick-Set reel bearing with backstop enables quick and easy 
adjustments during fishing.
High-performance gear: The oversized HDGII main gear with machine-cut brass pinion ensures 
reliable performance.
Comfortable handle: The machined aluminium handle with screw mechanism fits comfortably in the 
hand and offers optimum control.
Comfortable handles: The lightweight TPE handle knobs ensure maximum comfort, even on long 



fishing trips.
Braided line spool: The milled aluminium line spool is robust and reliable.
Heavy-duty bail wire: The solid aluminium bail wire is extremely durable and resistant.
RESII and EFR-II: The computer-balanced rotor equalising system (RESII) and the smooth-flowing 
roller system with DLC coating (EFR-II) ensure consistent and reliable performance.

The Okuma Inspira ISX Spinnrolle is the perfect choice for anglers who demand the highest standards of 
stability, performance and comfort. With its innovative technology and robust design, it revolutionises the 
fishing experience and lets you enjoy every adventure on the water to the full. This spinning reel also 
features a front drag for precise brake control and a smooth fishing experience.

Order the Okuma Inspira ISX spinning reel now and get ready for unforgettable fishing trips!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

